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South Africa
targets China for
grape growth
The country launches its long-awaited
table grape pilot promotion in China
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premium quality fruits, of which its fresh,

SATI has developed a range of initiatives
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and marketing assets to support its new

among the best,” said Eric Zheng, general

China campaign, which will continue over

manager of Shanghai Goodfarmer Apple.
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and more.
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Bestbier. “This will be achieved in a long-

Market Development campaign in China,”

term and mutually beneficial partnership

said Willem Bestbier, chief executive

and our commitment to the Chinese

officer of SATI. “This campaign brings
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together specially selected growers and
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"We wish everybody a successful

country, South Africa, and renowned

campaign, enjoy our table grapes and we

importers, wholesale markets, the trade

warmly invite you to engage with us on

and retail in China.

this exciting journey."

"The aim is to showcase South African

Enjoyed this free article from Asiafruit

table grapes that are truly worthy of the

Magazine and its team of editors? Don't

campaign slogan ‘Beautiful Country,

miss out on even more in-depth analysis,

Beautiful Fruit’.”

plus all the latest news from the fresh
produce business. Subscribe now to
Asiafruit Magazine.

“South Africa is a beautiful country with a
unique geography and climate well-suited
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